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1. Diamond detector applications in ATLAS and CMS

Diamond sensors have had wide-spread use as beam conditions monitors in collider detector

and other high energy physics experiments. Here we focus on applications in the two multi-purpose

detectors CMS and ATLAS at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN.

1.1 Current applications

Both CMS and ATLAS have employed diamond sensors to monitor the quality of the colliding

beams. The primary function is to protect sensitive detector components from possible anomalous

beam backgrounds.

The ATLAS Beam Conditions Monitor (BCM) [1] consists of two stations (one on each end of

the collision point) each with four detector modules arranged symmetrically in azimuth at a distance

of ±184 cm from the collision point and 5.5 cm from the beam line. Each module consists of two

back-to-back polycrystalline CVD diamond sensors grown by Element Six Ltd. The diamond

sensors are each 500 µm thick with active areas of 8 mm × 8 mm. They are biased at 2 V/µm and

are readout in parallel by fast electronics with a timing resolution of 0.7 ns that discriminates beam

related background particles from those produced in the proton-proton interactions. The BCM

also provides a measurement of bunch-by-bunch luminosities in ATLAS by counting the in-time

particles. During the 2011 running the ATLAS BCM provided stable measurements with little or

no deviation due to event pileup. It achieved a stable luminosity measurement with a precision of

1.8%.

The CMS Beam Conditions Monitor [2] consists of several systems used to protect the sensi-

tive CMS detector components and to provide beam conditions feedback to LHC operation. Three

of these systems are based on diamonds sensors. The BCM1L and BCM2 systems use polycrys-

talline CVD diamonds sensors readout in current mode with integration times from 40 µs to 83 s.

In the case of adverse beam conditions, a high current in these sensors initiates a beam abort. The

BCM1L is composed of four diamond detectors on each end of CMS at a distance of ±180 cm

from the collision point and 4.5 cm from the beam line. The BCM2 consists of two detector rings

on each end of CMS at a distance of ±14.4 m from the collision point. The inner rings consist of

four diamond detectors at a radius of 5 cm and the outer rings consist of eight detectors at a radius

of 28 cm. All of the diamonds sensors were grown by Element Six Ltd. They are each 10 mm

×10 mm in area, 400 µm thick and are biased at 0.5 V/µm. The Fast Beam Conditions Monitor

(BCM1F) [3] is based on single-crystal diamond sensors readout by a high-speed, charge-sensitive,

pre-amplifier that provides sensitivity to individual particles. Four modules, consisting of a sensor,

a pre-amplifier and an optical driver, are arranged around the beam pipe at a distance of 4.5 cm

from the beam axis at 180 cm on both sides of the collision point. The single crystal diamond

sensors are 5 mm × 5 mm in area, 500 µm thick and are biased at 1.0 V/µm. Figure 1 shows an

example of the measurement of the beam profile in the horizontal (x) plane during an LHC Van der

Meer scan. Figure 2 shows a comparison of the BCM1F measured beam width compared to those

of the CMS pixel detector and forward calorimeter. The agreement among these is within 1.5%

with the BCM1F measurement systematically lower by about 1%.
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1.2 Future (2015) application

Both ATLAS and CMS are installing second generation devices, the ATLAS Diamond Beam

Monitor (DBM) [4] [5] and the CMS Pixel Luminosity Telescopes (PLT) [6], that will be used to

measure the relative bunch-by-bunch luminosity to high precision during the 2015 LHC run. Both

of these devices consist of arrays of small-angle, 3-plane telescopes on each end of the collision

point. In order to handle the higher rates, both devices will use pixellated sensors for the telescope

planes. The ATLAS DBM has four telescopes per end for a total of 24 sensors. The planes are

18 mm×21 mm polycrystalline diamonds bump-bonded to the FE-14 [7] ATLAS pixel chip. Most

of the polycrystalline CVD diamonds used in the DBM were grown by Element Six Ltd. but about

one third were supplied by a relatively new vendor, II-VI Inc. The DBM was installed in the fall of

2013. The CMS PLT has eight telescopes per end for a total of 48 sensors. In the current baseline

design of the PLT, the planes are 10 mm × 10 mm cooled silicon sensors bump bonded to the CMS

PSI46V2 [8] pixel readout chip. The PLT will be installed in the fall of 2014.

Both the DBM and PLT will use the number of telescopes with 3-fold coincidences in each

bunch crossing (40 MHz) as a measure of the bunch-by-bunch luminosity. Both detectors will

also readout the full pixel information at a few kHz. This pixel information will provide a pow-

erful means of reducing systematic errors by determining accidentals and monitoring the plane

efficiencies. Both devices are expected to achieve a precision of the order of 1% on the relative

bunch-by-bunch luminosity.

2. Recent measurements of single-crystal diamond sensors

Single crystal sensors yield full charge collection at fields between 0.1 V/µm and 0.4 V/µm in
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contrast with polycrystalline diamonds sensors that have less that 50% charge collection even up to

fields of 1 V/µm. In addition, the pulse height distribution of single crystal sensors is well separated

from pedestal while that of polycrystalline sensors has a low pulse height tail due to spatial non-

uniformities. Because of these excellent properties, the original design for the CMS PLT was based

on the use of single crystal diamond sensors. Because single crystal CVD diamond must be grown

homoepitaxially on diamond substrates produced by a high-pressure, high-temperature process,

their size is restricted to less than 5 mm×5 mm. This small sensor area is not a limitation for the

PLT because of the high expected particle rates. Single crystal diamond sensors for the PLT were

grown by Element Six are 4.7 mm × 4.7 mm in area and 500 µm thick.

During the 2012-2013 LHC run, a pilot PLT detector was installed in the very forward region

of CMS 14.5 m from the collision point and 5 cm from the beam line. The pilot detector consisted

of four telescopes with single crystal diamond sensors and one telescope with uncooled silicon

sensors arranged azimuthally around the beam line. The pilot detector was in place during the

entire 2012-2013 run corresponding to an accumulated luminosity of about 20 fb−1.

The particle flux in region where the pilot detector was installed, downstream of the forward

calorimeter, is more severe than that in the nominal location of the PLT. FLUKA calculations [9]

indicate that the charged hadron and neutron fluences integrated over the entire 2012-2013 LHC

run of 20 fb−1 were 4× 1013 cm−2 and 5× 1013 cm−2, respectively. The charged hadrons were

predominantly pions with energies greater than 1 GeV while the neutrons had a broad spectrum

from 1 KeV to 10 MeV peaking at about 200 KeV. Using a Displacement Per Atom (DPA) scoring,

these fluences correspond to a net fluence of 3×1014 cm−2 of 24 GeV proton equivalents.

Early in the pilot run, a large dependence of the diamond pulse height on particle rate was

observed. Figure 3 shows the pulse height of a typical diamond plane at the start of an LHC fill.

Before the beams are brought into collision there is a low particle rate of about 100 Hz in the

PLT planes due to beam halo and other beam associated backgrounds. The mean collected charge

corresponds to full charge collection. After the beams are brought into collision, the particle rate

increases dramatically to about 4 MHz. The diamond pulse heights then decrease by 25% to 20%

over about a 10 second period.

This decrease in diamond pulse height with rate becomes larger with increasing integrated

fluence. Figure 4 shows the pulse height distributions for a typical diamond sensor for particle

rates of 30 kHz and 4 MHz for integrated fluences of 6×1012 cm−2 and 1×1014 cm−2 of 24 GeV

proton equivalents. The 30 kHz data was taken during the reduced intensity in a Van der Meer

scan while the 4 MHz data is during normal beam collisions. There is a decrease of pulse height

with increased fluence. At the highest fluence of 1×1014 cm−2 of 24 GeV proton equivalents, the

pulse height is highly reduced even at lower particle rate. The pulse heights were measured with

the diamond pixel sensor. Each pixel had a threshold of between 3,000 and 3,500 electrons. This

provides a lower limit on the measured pulse height since a signal lower than the threshold would

not trigger a pixel readout. The pulse height distributions for the higher fluence are mostly single

pixel cluster hits that are near to the pixel threshold. A rate dependence at the higher fluence is still

seen but it is reduced because of the lower overall pulse height.

Also shown in Fig. 4, is the pulse height distribution of an unirradiated single crystal diamond

at particle rates of 10 kHz and 2 MHz that was measured in a 250 MeV/c pion beam at the PSI

cyclotron. This unirradiated diamond has full charge collection at both rates and shows no rate
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Figure 3: Time dependence of diamond sensor pulse height at start of LHC fill when particle flux changes

from low pre-collision rate to high rate during collisions. Blue, brown and red data are for single-pixel,

two-pixel and more than two-pixel cluster hits respectively.

dependence. Diamonds that were used in the pilot run were also tested in the PSI beam. These

showed a decrease in pulse height and a dependence on rate consistent with that observed during

the pilot run.

A possible explanation for the observed effect is build-up of trapped space charge that produces

a polarization field in the diamond opposing the applied charge collection field. Traversing ionizing

particles produce electrons and holes uniformly throughout diamond. Due to the applied field,

electrons drift toward one electrode and holes to the other. As a result, there is higher current

density of electrons (holes) on the positive (negative) voltage side of the diamond. The presence of

long-lived traps in the diamond causes negative (positive) space charge to build up on the positive

(negative) voltage side of the diamond producing an electric field in the direction opposing the

applied field. This results in a reduced net electric field that leads to lower drift velocity and

longer collection times for the electrons and holes, thereby increasing the trapping probability

and reducing the charge collection efficiency. The number of space charge traps increases with

increasing fluence, thereby, leading to an enhanced effect. This model predicts that the effect

would be reduced by increasing the applied field so that the induced opposing polarization field

would have less effect. This was observed during the pilot run. At the lower fluences, the pulse

could be recovered and the rate effect reduced by doubling the applied field to 1 V/µm.

If this model is correct, an important question is whether the space charge traps responsible for

the polarization are predominantly at the diamond surfaces or are distributed throughout the bulk.

In order to test this, material was removed from both surfaces of the single crystal diamond by

Reactive Ion Etching (RIE). RIE provides a means of removing diamond material without causing

the lattice damage that can occur during mechanical removal. Several of the diamond sensors that

were in the pilot run had three microns of material removed from both surfaces by RIE. These

were then tested in the pion beam at the PSI cyclotron. The RIE processing gave no measurable

improvement in the charge collection efficiency or reduction in the rate dependence. A total of

twelve microns of material was then removed from both surfaces of several pilot run diamonds. In
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Diamond Sensors
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Figure 4: Low and high rate pulse height distributions for an unirradiated sensor and for sensors that

received fluences of 6×1012 and 1×1014 of 24 GeV proton equivalent per cm2 during the PLT pilot run.

The color coding of the number of pixels in the hit cluster is same as in Fig. 3.

bench measurement with a 90Sr beta source no improvement in charge collection was seen. The

conclusion from these studies is that the polarization traps are in the bulk and not concentrated near

the surface. It was, however, found that RIE processing improved the current/voltage characteristics

of the diamond sensors. Following RIE processing, all samples were able to hold a field of 1 V/µm

with negligible leakage current (< 1 pA). Removal of approximately 1 micron of material from

each surface is recommended as part of the preparation of the surface for metallization.

A study is currently underway to determine whether these effects are also present in poly-

crystalline diamond and whether it is proton or neutron irradiation that is primarily responsible.

Samples of both polycrystalline and signal crystal diamond will be irradiated separately with neu-

trons and protons. Single electrode and pixel electrode detectors fabricated from these samples will

then be tested in a high rate beam at PSI. Results are expected by June of 2014.

3. 3D diamond sensors

As for silicon sensors, the radiation hardness of diamond sensors can potentially be signif-

icantly enhanced by collecting the charge on 3D column electrodes rather than on conventional

surface electrodes [10] [11]. The 3D column electrode structure allows the drift distance to be

comparable to the carrier mean free path leading to less trapping of the drifting charge. An advan-

tage of 3D diamond sensors over silicon is that in principle the column electrodes can be fabricated
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more simply by laser processing than by the multi-step wafer processing required to form column

electrodes in silicon [12]. In this process, a femto-second laser with traveling-focus is used to pro-

duce a column of conductive material with resistivity of the order of 1 Ω · cm. We discuss here

initial beam studies of a prototype diamond 3D sensor.

In Fig. 5 we show a photograph of the first 3D diamond detector fabricated on a 500 µm thick

single crystal diamond sensor. For this device, the 3D cells in a row were connected by strips which

could be read out easily without an individual connection to each cell. The strips were made with

a Chromium-Gold contact. Alternating rows were connected to a common bias while intervening

signal rows were wire-bonded to a strip VA readout chip[13] with 150 µm pitch as shown in Figure

5. With 150 µm spacing between signal columns, the drift length between bias and signal column

is 106 µm. The yield of working columns was approximately 90%.

A pattern consisting of three regions shown in Figure 6 was fabricated on the prototype 3D

sensor: a region of strip electrodes with a back side contact, a region of the 3D surface pattern but

with no columns and a region of 3D surface pattern with columns. The purpose of the no column

region was to determine the size of the signal induced due to the surface metallization alone.

Figure 5: Picture of the surface metalliza-

tion of the 3D sensor.

Strips 3D no columns 3D with columns

metalization on charge collection

Strips 3D no columns 3D with columns

Figure 6: Surface metallization pattern on the 3D diamond

prototype.

This prototype 3D detector was tested in a 120 GeV proton beam at the CERN SPS. An eight

plane silicon strip tracking telescope (the Strasbourg Telescope)[14] was used to define the location

of particle tracks on the 3D sensor with a position resolution of the order of a few microns. A dia-

mond strip detector fabricated on the same 500 µm single crystal diamond with 50 µm pitch strips

operating at 500 V collected data simultaneously with the 3D detector and was used to calibrate

the charge collection. The strip detector fully collected the charge at this operating voltage.

After appropriately choosing a fiducial region, the two-strip clustered pulse height of the di-

amond strip detector operating at 500 V and the diamond 3D detector operating at 25 V were

compared. Figure 7 shows the pulse height comparisons of the two detectors for tracks within the

fiducial region of each detector. Both distributions have a most probable value corresponding to full

charge collection and are very similar. The pulse height distribution for the strip electrode readout

is described well by a Landau function while the 3D electrode readout has slight deviations from

this shape which are being investigated.

A first proof-of-principle of a 3D diamond sensor has been established with sensor achieving
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charge of cluster (adc counts)Pulse height in ADC counts

Figure 7: Pulse height distribution for strip readout (red) and 3D column readout (blue) for those tracks in

the fiducial region of each detector.

a signal response comparable to that for a strip detector. The next steps will be to test the perfor-

mance of 3D diamond sensors after irradiation and to fabricate and test polycrystalline 3D diamond

sensors. In addition, work is ongoing to improve the quality of 3D detectors produced and to try

alternative production approaches.

4. Summary

Diamond sensors have seen wide spread application in high energy physics and have been suc-

cessfully implemented in the beam monitoring systems of the ATLAS and CMS detectors. Second

generation beam monitors based on diamond pixel sensors that will measure the bunch-by-bunch

luminosity to high precession will be installed for the 2015 LHC run. A problem regrading rate

dependence of the pulse height of single crystal diamond sensors was observed in a pilot run of the

CMS PLT. This dependence increases with increasing irradiation and is attributed to polarization

due to build-up of space charge. An effort is in progress to further investigate this effect and to de-

termine if it is also present in polycrystalline diamond. The promising technology of 3D diamond

sensors is being developed. A prototype 3D sensor based on a single crystal diamond has been

successfully fabricated and tested. Future developments will include an investigation of the radia-

tion tolerance of 3D diamond sensors and fabrication and testing of polycrystalline 3D diamonds

sensors.
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